Too Much To Do/Not Enough Resources
Almost all hospitals continue to face significant challenges in solving for their financial objectives. However, we increasingly hear from hospital CFO’s that they know they are leaving revenue cycle potential on the table because they have too many projects and not enough bandwidth. With too much to do, many RCM initiatives with expected high revenue lift return are getting crowded out to solve more immediate operational needs. The frustration of leaving needed revenue on the table is growing.

Don’t Let Bandwidth Constraints Limit Your Bottom Line – Bet on Ni2’s Track Record
Our assessments and delivered client results validate that nearly all hospitals still have fully 3% or more of net patient revenues waiting to be unlocked as new performance upside. That finding is consistent regardless of hospital size, EMR platforms and prior consulting engagements. How can this be?

- Bandwidth limits create progress gridlock
- Budget process frequently blocks needed resource investments
- Daily fires crowd out root cause solutions
- Consensus leadership often empowers managers to protect the status quo
- Traditional benchmarks hide the real upside of your true revenue cycle potential

No Matter How Busy You Are – We Can Help
Ni2 provides a fully turnkey service, including the expertise, resources and technology investments required to identify and deliver your hidden revenue lift upside. Ni2 also requires virtually no IT team help, as our Business Intelligence experts remotely handle the data extracts and system interfaces.

No Financial Risk/No Budget Required
We take all the financial risk out of getting started. Our Revenue Cycle Optimization Assessment is free when combined with engagement. No budget is required as our engagements fund themselves. We only get paid our contingency fee based on your net new collected cash from our services.

We WILL Help Your Bottom Line
In just 60 days, we will identify your Revenue Cycle Optimization upside & provide a detailed roadmap for implementation. Once engaged, we will provide the bandwidth, expertise and resources required to put your hidden upside on your bottom line.

Say NO to Bandwidth Constraints – Let Ni2 Capture Your 3% or More in Missed Net Revenues
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